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Creative Responses To
Recreational Reading
Barb Singleton
Portage County Board of Education
How can teachers get disabled
middle-grade readers to do more
recreational reading? Providing
time for sustained silent reading is
one way. Matching readers with
books that interest them is another.
Providing enjoyable opportunities
for sharing reading experiences
with one's peers is a third means of
encouraging reluctant readers to
read recreationally.
By combining and integrating
these three strategies, a program
entitled "Creative Responses to
Recreational
Reading"
was
developed. The program allowed
pairs of students to select books that
appealed to their interests, provided
time for the reading of the books,
and gave students the opportunity to
share their books in a creative
way-through
audio-visual
materials production, creative
writing, dramatic presentations, and
artistic activities.
The purposes of the program,
were threefold: ( 1) to increase the
reading achievement of the 45 participants, (2) to improve attitudes
towards reading, and (3) to increase
the number of books read recreationally during the one-year time
span of the project. The program
succeeded in raising achievement
scores and improving attitudes
towards reading. But more importantly, it succeeded in getting the
participants to complete many books
and to begin to develop the lifelong
habit of reading.

MAKING CHOICES
At the start of the program, a brief
orientation by the teacher
familiarized the students with project procedures. Students were told
that they would be working in
groups of two, that both group,
members would read the same book,
and that each group would select
and complete a follow-up project
which was related in some way to
their book. The cycle for completion
of this process was about four weeks
in length.

Thus, students began the project
by making three important choices:
( 1) They chose partners with
whom they would be working
and making decisions for a
fairly long period of time. They
were encouraged to select someone with whom they could
work successfully; they would
not be permitted to change
partners during the four week
period.
(2) The group members selected
the book that they wanted to
read based upon mutual interest. Double copies of a
wide-variety of high-interest
low-readability books (3.5-5.5
grade level) were made available to all participants. Both
fiction and non-fiction titles
were included. Series such as
Monsters and Winner's Circle
(Crestwood House) proved to
be especially popular.
(3) Pairs of students decided what
their culminating projects
would be. They were encouraged to select activities
appropriate to their books.
Sample project activities
within each category are listed
below:
Audio-Visual Materials Production
- developing slide shows
- developing filmstrips
- making dioramas
- making transparencies
Creative Writing
- writing sequels to books
- writing new endings to books
- writing skits and plays from
key scenes
- writing advertisements for
books
Dramatics
- taping book excerpts
- dramatizing skits, plays
- taping interviews with characters in books.
Artistic Activities
- sketch book characters
- make murals showing key
scenes
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illustrate story sequels, new
endings, etc.

Silent Reading

After students had selected their
books, they were provided with two
20-minute time blocks per week for
sustained silent reading. Because
two students were reading the same
book, they developed support
systems for one another. Mutual
goal setting occurred frequently,
with many teams deciding how
many chapters or pages they would
complete by given date. In addition,
they often agreed to read a certain
number of pages at home, putting
them closer to their goal of beginning the culminating project. Then,
too, they often engaged in informal
discussions of what they had read
and how they planned to approach
their project activity. It was due in
part to this support system that silent
reading of books was completed
quite rapidly.
Project Development

After the teams completed their
silent reading, they began work on
the project of their choice. Two
30-minute time blocks per week
were provided for project completion.
Developing a project required
utilization of a wide variety of comprehension skills. For example,
creating a filmstrip based upon a
book required students to identify
the key events in the story, to sequence those events properly, and
to write concise captions reflecting
the action protrayed in each frame.
This skill development in reading
was an integral part of these "hands
on" activities which proved to be
highly motivating to students.)
Sharing The Responses To Reading

When the culminating project was
finished, it was placed in a learning
center according to category:
audio-visual material, creative

writing, etc. When several students
read books and developed projects
on a similar theme, they created
thematic centers containing a variety of activities.
Students were given two
20-minute periods during the fourth
week to visit the centers to see
and/or hear what their peers had
produced. For example, during
center time one student might view a
filmstrip about the book It's the
Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown,
read a new ending to Frankenstein,
or listen to an imaginary taped interview with a character in Freaky Friday. Through the use of these
centers, students were exposed to
those books that were read by their
peers in different classes. In this
way, these middle-grade pupils
were inspired to read an everincreasing number of books.

the year indicated that students read
an average of seven books during
the project year. During the
preceding year, the average
number of books read was two.
Thus, "Creative Responses to
Recreational Reading" proved to be
an effective means of motivating
disabled middle-grade reader to
read more and to find reading more
enjoyable.

Evaluation and Conclusions
Once this cycle was completed,
students began the process again
with the selection of a new partner
and a new book. At the end of the
year, reading achievement levels as
measured by standardized tests had
improved significantly. Real
changes in attitudes towards
reading were noted by the teacher.
First of all, getting students to read
during sustained silent reading time
was no longer a struggle. Students
began to enjoy those blocks of time
reserved for reading. Secondly, student dependence upon the teacher
seemed to decrease during the
course of the project. Pupils enjoyed
making their own choices; they
liked being responsible for the
development of center materials.
Finally, logs kept over the course of
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